We present a purely combinatorial approach to the question of whether or not a finitely presented monoid has a finite canonical presentation.
Introduction
In recent years, the relationship between classes of finite string-rewriting systems obtained through syntactic restrictions on the systems, and classes of finitely presented monoids defined through algebraic properties has received much attention. See [S] for a survey. Of particular interest is the class of finite string-rewriting systems that are canonical (i.e., Noetherian, confluent, and normalized) since for each system of this form the word problem can be solved effectively by applying the "normal form algorithm": given two strings u and U, both are reduced to their irreducible descendants u0 and uO, respectively, and then these normal forms are compared literally, the strings u and 2) being congruent if and only if u0 and u0 are identical. This algorithm for solving the word problem is conceptually very simple and elegant, although it is not always an efficient one [l] . On the other hand, this algorithm is uniform in that the finite canonical rewriting system can be taken to be a part of the input.
An important question that remained open for many years is the following: does every finitely presented monoid with a decidable word problem have a presentation by some finite canonical string-rewriting system? In 1987 this question was finally answered in the negative by C. Squier ([7] , see also [S] ). He showed (by giving infinitely many examples) that there exist finitely presented monoids that do have decidable word problems, but that cannot be presented by finite canonical stringrewriting systems. The approach in [7] is based on homological algebra: it is shown there that whenever a monoid can be presented by a finite canonical string-rewriting system, the monoid must satisfy the homological finiteness condition FP3. While answering the above question in the negative, this result raises the following question: is the homological finiteness condition FP, not only necessary but also sufficient for a finitely presented monoid with a decidable word problem to admit a presentation by some finite canonical string-rewriting system?
The ultimate goal in this connection would be an algebraic characterization of the class of finitely presented monoids (with decidable word problem) that admit such presentations.
We are still far from reaching this goal, but since Squier's 1987 paper some progress has been made. First, Kobayashi improved Squier's result by showing that a monoid that can be presented by a finite canonical string-rewriting system must in fact satisfy the homological finiteness condition FP, [4] . So the second question above should be revised to ask whether the condition FP, is sufficient to guarantee the existence of a finite canonical presentation for a finitely presented monoid with a decidable word problem.
Here we will answer this question in the negative. This will be done as follows. First we establish a new property that a monoid must necessarily satisfy if it is to have a finite canonical presentation. This property of "having finite derivation type" is a purely combinatorial property of a graph associated with a monoid presentation.
Then we prove that a particular monoid, called S, in [7] , does not have finite derivation type, which implies that S1 does not have a finite canonical presentation.
However, as shown in [7] , Si is a finitely presented monoid with a decidable word problem, and moreover Si satisfies the homological finiteness condition FP,. Thus, the condition FP, is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a finite canonical presentation.
Underlying the notion of finite derivation type are two main ideas. First, to each monoid presentation (C; R) we associate a directed graph r. This graph has vertices in one-to-one correspondence with C*, and its edges represent all possible one-step reductions using rules from R and their inverses. Hence, paths in r correspond to arbitrary R-derivations.
Section 3 contains the formal definitions. The second main idea is to identify a particular collection of equivalence relations on the set P(T) of all paths in r. These equivalence relations, which we call "homotopy relations", are defined by certain closure properties: a "word congruence" condition, a "path congruence" condition and a condition that allows a sequence of "disjoint" derivation steps to be performed in arbitrary order "up to homotopy". In addition, two homotopic paths are required to have a common source and a common target.
Homotopy relations are subsets of the set Pc2'(r) of all ordered pairs of paths in r which have a common source and a common target. An important consequence of the definition of homotopy relation is the fact that each subset of Pc2)(r) is contained in a unique smallest homotopy relation, which we call the homotopy relation generated by the given subset. Noting that Pc2)(r) is itself a homotopy relation, the crucial question is this: does there exist a finite subset of Pc2'(r) that generates Pc2'(T) as a homotopy relation? If so, we say that the given rewriting system hasJinite derivation type. (See Definition 3.3.)
Our first main result, Theorem 4.3, states that the question of whether or not a finite presentation of a monoid has finite derivation type is independent of the finite presentation of the monoid. In other words, "finite derivation type" is an intrinsic property of (certain) finitely presented monoids. Our second main result on finite derivation type is Theorem 5.3: if a monoid has a finite canonical presentation, then it has finite derivation type. It follows from these results that in order to show that a given finitely presented monoid M does not have a finite canonical presentation, it suffices to take any finite presentation of M and show that this finite presentation of M does not have finite derivation type. We carry out this procedure for the specific finitely presented monoid Si mentioned previously.
In the concluding section we will discuss some additional questions that our results raise.
Conventions about graphs
We begin by establishing some conventions about graphs.
Definition 2.1.
A graph r is a 5-tuple r = (V, E, o, z, -I), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges of r; C, 5 : E-, V are mappings, which associate with each edge
Ed E its initial vertex a(e) and its terminal vertex z(e), respectively; and -' : E+E is a mapping satisfying the following conditions: e-1 # e, (e-l)-1 = e, a(e-' ) = z(e) and z(e-' ) = o(e) for all eeE.
We turn to paths and related concepts. Also the mapping -' can be extended to paths. The inverse path p-' EP(v,,, vo) of p is the following path p-l= (vn,e~',v,~,,...,v,,e;',vo) . If r is a graph, then P(r) will denote the set of all paths in r, and P'*'(T):= {(p,q)Ip,qsP (T) such that o(p)=o(q) and T(P)=T(~)} is the set of all pairs of paths that have a common initial vertex and a common terminal vertex.
Next we consider certain functions between graphs. Definition 2.3. Let rl=(V1,El,al,tl,-') and rz=(V2,&,oz,T2,-1) be graphs.
A mapping from r, to r2 is an ordered pair f=(fV,fE) of functions, wheref, : VI + V2, and for each eeE, ,fE(e) is a path in r2 fromf,(o, (e)) tofv(zl (e)). In addition, for each e~El,fE(e-')=(fE(e))-'.
The mappingfis called a morphism iffE carries edges to edges.
Obviously, a mapping f: r, +r, induces a mapping f: P(r,)-+P(r,). Finally, we need the notion of subgraph.
Definition2.4.
Let~=(V,E,a,z,~')beagraph.Asubgvuph~,=(V,,E,,a,,z,,~')of r consists of a subset V, of V and a subset El of E such that, for all eEEl, al(e):= o(e)EV, and sl(e):=z(e)EV1.
Further, e-'EEl for all ecEl.
Rewriting systems, associated graphs, and homotopy relations
Here we first introduce the basic notions concerning rewriting systems and monoid presentations. Then we will associate graphs to rewriting systems and consider certain relations on the sets of paths in these graphs that we call homotopy relations. Finally, we will introduce the notion of finite derivation type, which is the main concern of this paper.
Let C be a finite alphabet. Then C * denotes the free monoid generated by C including the empty string 2. The length of a string w is written as 1 WI, and the concatenation of two strings u and v is written simply as uu. A string-rewriting system R on C is a subset of C * x C *. Its elements are refered to as (rewrite) rules or equations, and they are often written in the form (e-r) or (e = r). By dam(R), respectively range(R), we denote the set of strings that occur as the left-hand side, respectively the right-hand side, of a rule of R. In the following we will always assume that a string-rewriting system R is irreflexive and anti-symmetric, i.e., for no string w does the rule (w+w) belong to R, and if (u+v)~R, then (v+u)+! R. By RP1 we denote the system R-' :={(r,/) / (f,r)~R}.
The single-step reduction relation -+R is the following relation on C*: To each monoid presentation we now associate a graph. As is easily verified T(C; R) is a graph in the sense of Definition 2.1. Further, this graph has some additional structure in the form of a two-sided action of C * on r. Let x, y~c* and let WE V. To simplify the notation we will describe paths in r (C; R) through the sequences of vertices on these paths only, where we write the vertices (i.e., the strings from C*) in a factored form to indicate which edges are involved. For example, if U, v, WEZ* and (dr , rl), (t,, Y~)ER, then (ue, ueZ w, uri ue2 w, u~i ur2 w) denotes the following path:
(ue, ve2w,(u; e,, rl; ve2w), urlu12 w, (url v;f2,r2; w) , url vr,w).
We are interested in certain equivalence relations on P(T(C;R)) that we call "homotopy relations". Even though these relations are not really homotopy relations in the sense of algebraic topology, Theorem 3.4 will show that two "homotopic" paths can be transformated into one another by a finite sequence of elementary transformation steps, thus justifying this name. Because of condition (c), condition (d) holds for all paths PEP(T) if and only if it holds for all edges, i.e., all paths of length 1.
It is easily seen that the collection of all homotopy relations on P(r(C; R)) is closed under arbitrary intersection and directed union, and that P(*)(T(C;R)) itself is a homotopy relation. Thus, if B c Pc2'(r(C; R)), then there is a unique smallest homotopy relation eB on P(r(C; R)) that contains B. This homotopy relation will be called the homotopy relation generated by B. Also it follows that if No= ~c, where is finite and C E P'*'(T(C; R)) is infinite, then there is a finite subset C,, E C that itself generates the homotopy relation =c. Definition 3.3. Let (C; R) be a monoid presentation, and let r denote the associated graph. We say that (C; R) hasjinite derivation type if there is a finite subset B E P@'(r) which generates Pc2)(r) as a homotopy relation, i.e., Pc2)(r) is the only homotopy relation on P(r) that contains the set B.
The following proposition gives a useful characterization of the homotopy relation No that is generated by a given subset B E P(*)(r). 
Theorem 3.4. Let (C; R) be a monoid presentation, let r denote the associated graph, let B E P"'(r), and let cz c P(')(r) be dejned as follows

Then the homotopy relation 2(B generated by B is the smallest equivalence relation on P(r) that contains the relation E.
Proof. Let 1: denote the equivalence relation on P(r) that is generated by E, i.e., N is the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of z. It is easily checked that z G NB, and hence, since =B is an equivalence relation, we see that N c Ed.
Conversely, we have B G z, and so B c N . Thus, in order to prove that =B G N, it suffices to verify that N is a homotopy relation. First of all, = is an equivalence relation, and z G P@)(r). Part (a) of Definition 3. Next we introduce the notion of a mapping of monoid presentations.
Definition 3.5. Let (Cl; RI) and (C,; R2) be two monoid presentations, let r, denote the graph associated to (C2; R2), and let f: C: +C: be a morphism. We callfa mapping ofmonoid presentations if it satisfies the following condition:
For all (e,r)~R~, there is a path in r, from f(s) to f(r).
In the situation of Definition 3.5, we will adopt some notational conventions.
First, for each (/, r)ER1, we will choose a path p!,reP(r2)
', then we choose the corresponding edge of r,. Iff(e)=f(r), the path (f(e)) of length 0 is chosen. Further, by pr,c we will denote the path pfy: fromf(r) tof (0.
Let r, denote the graph associated to (C,; R,). Based on the morphismf: ,X:+.X,* and the choice of paths P/,~ we now define a mapping F: r,-+r, as follows: F :=(fV,fE), where&: CT-+.X,* is simply the morphismf, andf,(u; e, r; v) :=f(~)p~,~f(u) for all u,u~C:
and (L,r)ER1uR;'. Then fE(u;e,r; u) is a path in r, from f(u)fV)f(u) =_&(udv) =_Mol (u; E, r; 0)) tof(4f(r)f(4 =fv(uro)=fy(zl (u; 8, r; 4). Thus F is indeed a mapping from r, to r, in the sense of Definition 2.3. We will say that the mapping F: PI +P, exhibits the mapping f from (Ci; RI) to (C2; R2). To simplify the notation we will usually write F to denote fV as well asfE.
In the remainder of this section, we present a technical result that gives a relationship between the homotopy relations of the graphs associated to monoid presentations when there is a mapping of monoid presentations from one to the other and some additional conditions are satisfied. This result will be very useful in the following section, where we will present our first main result concerning the notion of finite derivation type.
Theorem 3.6. Let (C1;R,) and (C2;R2) be two monoid presentations with associated graphs P, and P,, respectively, let F : r, -r, be a mapping that exhibits a mapping ffrom (C1;R,) to (Cz;R2), let B1 s PC2'(rI), and let N c PC2'(r2) be a homotopy relation. Zf F(p)-F(q) holdsfor all (p,q)EB,, then F(p)-F(q) holdsfor all (p,q) satisfying pan, q.
Proof. Let z1 denote the relation on P(r,) that is defined from B, as in Theorem 3.4, and let D1 and I, denote the corresponding sets of pairs of paths also defined there. Then Ed, is the equivalence relation on P(r,) generated by cl. Since 2: is an equivalence relation on P(T,), and since F exhibits a mapping f from (C,; R,) to and By induction on the combined length of the paths p/,,r, and P/*,~, it is now easily shown that F(p)= F(q) holds.
If (P, qkL1,
then there is an edge e of r, with oi(e)= w such that
p=(w,e,z,(e),e-', w) and q=(w). Now F(p)=fE(e)OfE(e-')=p,op,'
for some path pe in r2 satisfying 02(p,) =f(w), and
, F(p)-F(q).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. q
From Theorem 3.6 we immediately obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 3.7. Let (C,;R,),(C2;R2),r,,r2,F:r~~T2, and B1 EP(')(I'~) be as in the statement of Theorem 3.6, and let B2:= {(F(p), F(q)) I (p,q)~B~ ). Then, for all P,~EP(I',), p=sl q implies that F(P)-~, F(q).
Having finite derivation type is an invariant property
Let (C;R) be a finite monoid presentation, and let T(C;R) denote the associated graph. According to Definition 3.3, the presentation (C; R) has finite derivation type if there exists a finite subset B G P@)(r(C; R)) such that P@'(T(C;R)) is the only homotopy relation on P(T(Z; R)) that contains the set B. The monoid M presented by (C; R) has infinitely many different finite presentations. The goal of this section is to
show that every other finite presentation of the monoid M has finite derivation type if (C; R) does, i.e., the property of having finite derivation type is an invariant property of finitely presented monoids. In order to establish this result we need the notion of Tietze transformation [2, 6] . It is easily verified that the monoids MR, and MR2 are isomorphic whenever (Cl; R,) and (CZ; R2) are two monoid presentations such that (Z1; RI) can be transformed into (C,; R2) through a finite sequence of elementary Tietze transformations.
Here we need the following main result on Tietze transformations. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (C; R) be a$nite monoid presentation, let u, VEC" be such that u +-+i v, and let (C; RI) :=(C; Ru {(u, v)}). Zf (C; R) has finite derivation type, then so does (~;RI).
Proof. Since for us a string-rewriting system is always irreflexive and anti-symmetric, we assume that u #v, and (v, u) $ R.
Let r denote the graph T(C; R) associated with (C; R), and let J-i denote the graph T(C; RI) associated with (C; R,). If (Z; R) has finite derivation type, there exists a finite set B c P"'(r) such that No = PC2)(r). We will present a finite set Bi G PC2'(r1) such that =B1 = PC2)(r,).
Observe that r, is obtained from r by adding certain edges. We define a mapping from r1 to r as follows. Since u +-+i v, there is a path p,,, v from u to u in r. On the subgraph r G r,, f is the identity. On the additional edges f is defined as follows: f((x;u,v;y)):=x.p,,. 
Claim. For all (p,q)~P'~'(r~), iff(p)EBf(q),
then p=sl q.
Proof. Using the pairs in B1 -B we can show that pNB, f (p) for all paths psP(T',).
For doing so, an easy induction on the number of edges from r, -r that occur in p is needed, which is left to the reader. Proof. Let r := T(C; R), and let r, := T(C; R,). Then r is obtained from r, by deleting all edges of the form (x; U, v; y) and (x; v, U; y), x, y6C*. Thus, r is a subgraph of r,.
Since u ++i v, we can choose a path p,,+ from u to v in r. We can now define a mapping of graphs f: r, -+r as in the proof of the previous lemma.
Let B1 G P(2)(r,) be such that z8 = P(*)(r,), and let B:
Thus, if B1 is finite, then B is a finite subset of Pt2'(r).
f (4) Proof. Let r :=r(C; R) be the graph associated with (C; R), and let B G PC2)(T) be a finite set such that No = P")(r). Further, let r, := T(C, ; R,) be the graph associated with (Ci; R,). Observe that r is a subgraph of r,.
We define a morphismf:Z,*+C* by
Thenfis a mapping of monoid presentations (see Definition 3.5). For each (L, r)ER, we choose the path (2; &, r; A) of length 1 from G to Y, and for (a, U)E RI, we choose the path (u) of length 0 at U. Thus, we obtain a mapping f:r,--+r that exhibits the above mapping of monoid presentations as described after Definition 3.5. In fact, f maps r, onto r, and restricted to rf is the identity mapping.
Finally, we take B1 := B G P(')(r) c PC2)(rl). By =B1 we denote the homotopy relation on P(r,) that is generated by B1. We claim that =B1 = PC2'(I',). To prove this claim we will establish a sequence of intermediate claims.
Let r" denote the subgraph of r, that has the same set of vertices as r, , but that only contains those edges (x; 8, r; y) of r, for which (8, r) = (a, u) or (8, Y) = (u, a). By P, (f) we denote the set of those paths in r" that only contain edges of the form is homotopic to the empty path (xey), and so (x/y, (x;L, r; y); xry) "P+ OPT' 0 (x; 8, r; y), where in order to simplify the notation, we just describe paths or parts of paths by displaying the edges used. Since the relations used in the path p;' and the relation used on the edge (x; e,r; y) are disjoint, Definition
can be applied repeatedly, thus giving a path of the form p + 0 (f(x); /, r;f(y)) 0 p _ from xGy to xry, where p_~p_(T"). 0
Claim 4. Let pip. Then there exist paths p+ EP+ (f), q~P(r), and p_ EP_ (r") such thut CJ(P+)=~P), ~(P+)=~(o(P)),
4d=f(dp)), +d=f( 
. P,,EP(T") and ql, . . . . q,EP(T).
If n=O, then f(g)=f(h). By Claim 2 p=p+ op_ for some paths p+~P+(f) and p_ EP_ (f). If z(p+)$C*, then by Claim 1 there is a path p'+ EP+ (r") such that p'+ leads from T(P+) to f(z(p+))=f(g).
Hence, P"P+
OP'+ o(~'+)-'o~-,
P+ o~'+~f'+(T") and (p'+)-l
op_ EP_ (f) satisfying the required properties.
So let n>O. Since qlEP(T), we have o(ql)=z(pO)EC*. Thus, a(p,)=o(p) and z(p,)=f(o(p)).
By 
4:=41
Oq2 o"'oqn we obtain the intended result. 0
Claim 5. No, = P@'(r,).
Proof. Let (p, q)EP'*'(T,).
According to Claim 4 we have pzBl p+ opl op_ and q'Blq+ ~q1~q-,wherep+,q+~P+(~),p_,q_~P_(~),andp,,ql~P(~)aresuchthat a(P~)=fk(P)), T(Pl)=f(T(P)), 4q1)=fkJ(q)), and T(ql)=f(T(q)). Since
4p)=o(q), we have 4p1)=f(4p))=f(4q))=4ql), and since z(p)=T(q), we have s(pl)= f(e(p))=f(r(q))=r(q,), which implies that (p1,q1)EP'2'(r).
By the choice of B=Bl, this yields p1 No, ql.
By Claim 1 p+ =B,q+, since a(p+)=a(p)=o(q)=o(q+) and t(p+)=f(a(p))= f(a(q))=T(q+).
Analogously, p-"B,q-.
Thus,p-B,p+~p,~p_-q+~q,~q_-B,q. 0
Hence, if (C; R) has finite derivation type, then so does (Cl; R,). This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 6 and (Zi; R,), respectively. Further, let B1 UP'*) be such that =vB, =P'*'(rl). As in the proof of Lemma 4.6 we obtain a mapping f: Ti+T that exhibits the mapping cpu of monoid presentations.
We now choose B := { (f(p),f(q)) 1 (p, q)EB1} 5 P'*'(T). It remains to prove the following claim.
Claim. For all (p, q)EP'*'(r), pyBq.
Proof. Let (p,q)~P'*'(r).
Then (p,q)~P(*)(r~), and hence, p=Bl q. By Corollary 3.7 this implies that f(p) 'v sf(q). However, since p, qEP(T), we have f(p) = p andf(q) = q,
i.e., pzBq. 0
Homotopy relations and canonical presentations
Now we consider a very special form of monoid presentations. Let R be a stringrewriting system on C. This system is called ~ Noetherian if there is no infinite reduction sequence wO+R ~i+~..., _ conjuent if, for all u,v, WEC*, u+$v and u-t: w imply that v+gz and w--+;z for some ZEC*, _ convergent if it is both Noetherian and confluent. Finally, let IRR(R) denote the set of all irreducible strings mod R, i.e., WEIRR(R) if and only if w does not contain the left-hand side of any rule of R as a factor. If R is convergent, then each congruence class [wlR contains exactly one irreducible string, which can thus serve as a normal form for its class. Also, for all WEC*, w can be reduced to the irreducible string in its class in a finite number of steps. In particular, UHR v holds if and only if u and v both reduce to the same irreducible string. Thus, if R is finite and convergent, then the word problem for R is decidable. For a thorough introduction to finite convergent string-rewriting systems the reader may wish to consult [2] , where also many references to recent papers about these systems and their various generalizations are given.
A string-rewriting system R is called normalized if range(R)GIRR(R), and if, for each rule (L+r)ER, &EIRR(R -{(l-r)}).
A convergent system that is also normalized is called canonical. For each finite convergent string-rewriting system R, a finite canonical system RI can be determined effectively such that R and RI are equivalent (i.e., R and R 1 are defined on the same alphabet and -g = ++R,), so we may restrict attention to finite canonical systems in what follows. A monoid presentation (C;R) containing a canonical system will be called a canonical presentation.
If a monoid has a finite canonical presentation, then this monoid has a decidable word problem, but as shown by Squier [7] and xy#i or rl #r2. Let CP(R) denote the set of all critical pairs of R. Since R is Noetherian, it can be shown that R is confluent, and thus convergent, if and only if, for each critical pair (u, v)eCP(R), u--+2 z and v-t; z for some ZEC*. Notice that CP(R) is a finite set, if R is finite, and that there are no critical pairs of the form (ii) if the system R is normalized.
Let r := T(C; R) be the graph associated with the monoid presentation (C; R). By P+(T) we denote the set of all those paths in r that only contain edges of the form (x; P, r; y) with (d, r)ER, and by P_(r) we denote the set of all those paths in r that only contain edges of the form (x; r, G; y) with (L, r) (r,y,xr,) of R such that r,y+$ z and xr2-+R z. If (ei, e2) is the critical pair of edges corresponding to (rly, xr2), then T(ei) = rly and z(e2) = xr2, and hence, for pl, respectively p2, we can take the path from P+(r) that corresponds to the reduction sequence rry-+R z, respectively xr2 -+R z. Thus, a resolution exists for each critical pair of edges.
(c) For each critical pair of edges (ei , e2), let (pl, p2) denote a fixed resolution. Then we define B to be the following subset of PC2'(T):
B:={(el~pl,e2~P2)l( e,, e2) is a critical pair of edges, and (p1,p2) is the chosen resolution of (e,, ez)}.
Observe that B is a subset of P(:)(r), since e, opl, e2 op2~P+(T) for all pairs (el 0~1, e2 0 p2)eB, and that B is a finite set, if R is finite. Let N* denote the homotopy relation on P(f) that is generated by B. We claim the following.
Theorem 5.2. Let (C; R) be a canonical presentation, let r be the graph associated to (C; R), and let B c P(:)(r) be dejined as above. Then N B = PC2'(f').
Because of the preceding remarks this immediately gives our main result.
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a finitely presented monoid. If M has a presentation (C; R) involving a finite convergent string-rewriting system R, then M has finite derivation type.
Proof. Since M has a finite presentation (C; R) such that R is convergent, it also has a finite canonical presentation (Z,; RI). The set of critical pairs of RI is finite implying that the set B corresponding to (C,; RI) is finite. Hence, by Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 4.3 each finite presentation of M has finite derivation type. 0
It remains to prove Theorem 5.2. This will be done in two steps employing two technical lemmas. To simplify the notation we consider the situation described in Definition 5.1 for a fixed canonical presentation (C; R).
Lemma 5.4. Let WEC* and ZEIRR(R), and let p1,p2~P+(T) satisfying a(p,)=w= o(p2) and z(p1)=z=z(p2). Then p1eBp2.
Proof. We proceed by Noetherian induction. If w is also irreducible, then w = z. Since pl, p2 E P + (r), both must be the corresponding path of length 0, and so p1 = p2. If w is not irreducible, then both p1 and p2 are paths of length larger than 0, since z is irreducible. Thus, there are edgesf, andf2 and paths q1 and q2, all from P+(r), such that pi=fioqi, i= 1,2. Let Wi:=Z(~) (=a(qi)), i= 1,2.
Claim. There exist a string w'EC* and paths gl,gZEP+(IJ such that o(gi)=Wi,
Proof. Iffi =f2, then w1 = w2, and we can take g1 and g2 both to be the corresponding path of length 0. Iffi =(u0;d,,r,;u,~2u2) andS2=(voelu,;e2,rz;v2), then we choose g1 to be the path consisting of the single edge (uOr,u,; G2, r2; u2) and g2 to be the path consisting of the single edge (u,; /, , rl; ulr2u2). Then _fi 0 g1 2: sf2 0 g2 follows immediately from Definition 3.2. Finally, if there are strings x, YEC* and a critical pair of edges (ei, e2) such that f; =xeiy, i = 1,2, then we choose gi:=xqjy, i = 1,2, where (q;,q;) is the chosen resolution of (ei, e2). Since (e, 0 q;, e2 0 q;)EB, we have fi~g1=xe,y~xq;y=x(el~q;)y~,x(e,~q;)y=xe2y~xq',y=f,~g2. This completes the proof of the claim. 0
Since R is canonical, there is a reduction w'+R z and hence, there is a path SEP+ (lJ from w' to z. Thus, q1 and g1 0 s are both paths from P+(r) that lead from w1 to z, and so by the induction hypothesis, 
Proof. Since a(p) = wl and z(p) = w2, wl -X w2.
Hence, since R is canonical, we have zl =z2. Thus, it remains to verify that PN~ pl 0~;'. We proceed by induction on the length n of the path p. If n=O, then wl = w2, and p1 =Bp2 by Lemma 5.4, which yields p1 0~;' N~(w~)=P using part (d) of Definition 3.2. If n>O, then there exist WEE*, a path qEP(T) from wl to w of length n-1, and an edgefof r from w to w2 such that p=q of: Let q2 be a path from P, (I-) that leads from w to zl =z2. By the induction hypothesis we have 4=sPl"4;1.
Iffis an edge from P+(r), then q2,fo p2~P+ (r) both lead from w to zl. Hence, by Lemma5.4q,~,~p2,andsop,~p;'-,p,~p;' of-l.f,BplOq;lOf~BqOf=p.
If f is an edge from P_ (r), then f -' 0 q2, p2eP+ (r) both lead from w2 to zl . By Lemma5,4thisgivesf-'~q,~.p,,andsop,~p,'~,p,~q;'~f-.q~f=p. U
Based on these two lemmas we can now prove Theorem 5.2 easily.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let (p, q)EP@)(Q, and let w1 :=0(p) and w2 :=7(p).
Further, let rI, r,gP+(lJ such that o(ri)= wi and r(ri)EIRR(R), i= 1,2. Since R is canonical, we see that s(r1)=z(r2), and that p=srlor;'-,q by Lemma 5.5. Thus,
EB=P(2)(l-). 0
This also completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. Thus, having finite derivation type is a property that a finitely presented monoid must necessarily have if it is to have a finite canonical presentation.
An example
In [7] a sequence (Si)i> 1 0 f finitely presented monoids is constructed such that _ each Si has a decidable word problem, -for each i~2, Si does not satisfy the homological finiteness condition FP3.
Thus, none of the monoids Si (i 3 2) admits a finite canonical presentation. However, the monoid S1 does satisfy the condition FP 3, in fact, it even satisfies the stronger condition FP,; however, no finite canonical presentation has yet been found for S1.
Here we will show that in fact Si does not have a finite canonical presentation by proving that S1 does not have finite derivation type.
Let us first recall the definition of the monoid S, . Let C denote the finite alphabet C = {a, b, t, x, y}. On Z* we define a number of rewrite rules. For future reference we give a name to each of these rules. and (C; RI ), respectively.
The following results on RI and S1 were established in [7] . We restate them together with the proofs, since we will need the details later. In these proofs we introduce some definitions concerning the graphs r and ri.
Lemma 6.2. (a) The string-rewriting system RI is canonical. (b) (Z; RI) is a presentation of the monoid S,.
Proof. (a) It is shown in [7] that the string-rewriting system RI is Noetherian, and we will not need any details concerning this property. Also it is immediate that RI is normalized.
It remains to prove that RI is confluent. To do so we determine the critical pairs of RI, which are just the following: (atxt"b, x) for all n30, since xat"b+A atxt"b and xat"b+.,,x.
However, atxt"b+$' at"+' xb+Batn'l bx-+p,+, x. Hence, these critical pairs resolve, and we see that RI is also confluent.
Observe that there is a unique sequence of reduction steps that transforms the string atxt"b into ut"+l bx. By X, we denote the corresponding path in ri. Actually, X, is even a path from P+ (r), since the reduction sequence only involves applications of the rules B and T. Corresponding to the critical pairs of R, the graph f 1 contains the critical pairs of edges ((A; xa, atx; t"b), (x; at"b, 2; A)) (n 3 0). To simplify the notation we will denote the edges of r and r1 by using the names of the associated rewrite rules. Thus, for n30, the above critical pair of edges will be denoted as (Mb, xP,) . Observe that the paths X/P n+ 1x, (x)EP+ (r,) form a resolution (X, 0 P,, 1 x, (x)) of (At"b, xP,). Let B1:={(At"b~X,oP,+l x, xP,) 1 n>O). From Theorem 5.2 we see that hB, =Pc2)(rl),
i.e., B, generates P'*'(rl) as a homotopy relation.
(b) By induction on n we show that the rule P, is a consequence of the system R, i.e., at"b++R A. Since P,ER, this is obvious for n=O. For n 30, at"+' b++, at"+'bxy++g atxt"byttA xat"by--tpn XY+~ A., which yields at"+' b++ft /1 based on the induction hypothesis. Hence, for each n 3 0 there is path in r from at"b to 2. For n > 0 the path E,, is defined inductively as follows: ~ &:=Po, -Fn+, :=at"+' bQ-'~X,'y~A-'t"by~x~~y~Q, n>O.
Here Q-' denotes the edge (L; i, xy; A), which is just the inverse edge of Q = (2; xy, 1; A), and Xi1 is the inverse of the path X,, and accordingly for A-'. Observe that the path El+1 corresponds to the sequence of transformations that rewrite ut"+l b into i in R, which we exhibited above. 0
Now we define a mappingffrom rl to r as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. On the subgraph r c rl, f is the identity. On the additional edges f is defined as follows: Thenf: rl -+r is a mapping of graphs. Finally, we take B := ((_f(p),f(q)) 1 (p, q)E Bl 1, i.e., B= {(At"b~X,~~~+ ,x,xp,J 1 na0)). Since =B1 =Pc2)(rl), it follows that N B = P(')(r) as in the proof of Lemma 4.5. Now let us assume that S, has finite derivation type. Our goal is to lead this assumption to a contradiction.
If Sl has finite derivation type, then, since N B = P@'(r) and (C; R) is a finite presentation of S,, there exists a finite subset B. c B such that =Bo = P(')(r) (recall the remarks preceding Definition 3.3).
Let Cl denote the following infinite set of pairs of paths in r1 : C1 := ((P,, FJ 1 PIE N } and let CZ := Cl uBo. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4 it follows that N c1 = P'2'(I',). Now let Bb:={(At"b~X,~P,+,x,xP,)I(At"b~X,~~~+,x,x~~),)EB,}.
Then Bb is a finite subset of B1, and it is easily verified that C; := CluBb satisfies =c; =Pc2'(rl).
Finally, let D1 :={(Pn+l,atn+l bQ-'~X,'y~A-'t"byoxP,y~Q)In~N}~P(2'(T,), and take Dz := D, uBb c Pc2)(rl). Using the definition of the paths pn (n > 0) it is easy to prove by induction on n that PnzD2 F,, holds for all nEN. Thus, since = c; = Pc2)(rl ), it follows that N DZ = P"'(I',).
In order to describe the next steps in a simple way we now generalize the concepts of graphs associated to monoid presentations and of homotopy relations somewhat. Here u/v, respectively urv, denotes the element of M that is the result of multiplying U, t?, and v, respectively U, r and v, in M. Then all the concepts introduced in Section 3 can be carried over to I'(M, R), including that of homotopy relations. We do not present this more general concept in more detail here, since we are only interested in one particular graph of this type, which we now define. . Thus g is a mapping of graphs in the sense of Definition 2.3. '(rM) . By =EM we denote the homotopy relation on P(r,) that is generated by EM.
The following result on EM is important for our development.
Lemma 6.5. If N D2 = P'2'(T1) holds, then N ~~ = Pc2'(r~).
Proof. Let (p,q)EP@'(r,).
Choose wl,wZ~C* such that g(wl)=a(p) and g(w2)=T(p). Then it is easily seen that there are paths pl,ql~P(T1), both leading from w1 to w2, such that g(pl)=p and g(ql)=q.
Hence, (p1,q1)~P'2'(T1), and thus, p1 E&q1 by our hypothesis. This implies that p = g(pl) N Enr g(ql) = q using the appropriately generalized version of Corollary 3.7. 0 this normal form has prefix t"by. Hence, t"be T, and it is easily seen that t"bu$ T for all nfm and all UEZ*. 0
We are now ready to show that E, does not generate Pz)(rM) as a homotopy relation. To do so we describe an invariant of E,-homotopy. Let hT: P(r,)+ N be defined as follows:
h,(p) := number of edges e = (u; CI, /I; U) of p for which ME T holds.
Claim 2. For all (p, ~)EP@'(F,), if p N m q, then h,(p)= h,(q) mod 2.
Proof. We use the appropriate analogue of Theorem 3.4. The homotopy relation N ,,, is the smallest equivalence relation on P(r,) that contains the relation z defined from E, as defined in the statement of Theorem 3.4. Thus, it suffices to show that h,(p) = h,(q) mod 2 for all (p, q) =(uqIu, uq2u)~P '2'(F,) for which (ql, q2)EDuluE,. We have shown that if the monoid S1 had finite derivation type, then N D2 = P"'(F1). Because of Lemma 6.5 this would then yield N EM = PC2)(FM), which in turn would imply that N m = PC2)(FM). However, by Lemma 6.6 N m # PC2'(FM). This contradiction proves our final result.
Theorem 6.7. The monoid S1 does not haue$nite deriuation type.
We can summarize the properties of S1 derived so far as follows. Proof. (C; R) is a finite presentation of S1 and hence, S1 is finitely presented. (C; RI) is an infinite presentation of S1 involving the regular canonical system RI. This system gives a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the word problem for S, . A short proof of(b) is given in [7] , but it also follows easily from the results of [4] . Finally, (c) follows from Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 6.7. 0
The monoid S1 is the first of a sequence of monoids {S, ( k 3 l} considered in [7] .
The arguments given above for S1 can be carried over to all the Sk (k 3 2) showing that none of these monoids has finite derivation type. This gives a new proof of the fact that they have no finite canonical presentations.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have introduced the concept of finite derivation type, which is a graph-theoretical concept that applies to graphs associated to monoid presentations. Our first main result (Theorem 4.3) shows that indeed this concept is an invariant of finite presentations.
Thus, having finite derivation type is a property that we can associate with finitely presented monoids, not just with monoid presentations. Based on the notion of critical pairs we then defined a set of pairs of paths BE P2'(r) in a graph r = T(C; R), where R is a canonical string-rewriting system, such that the homotopy relation No generated by B is all of P"'(T). In particular, if R is a finite canonical system, then B is a finite set, thus proving that (C; R) has finite derivation type (Theorem 5.3). Hence, having finite derivation type is another necessary condition that a finitely presented monoid must satisfy if it is to have a finite canonical presentation.
Finally, in Section 6 we saw an example of a finitely presented monoid that does not have finite derivation type, although it has an easily decidable word problem, and it satisfies the homological finiteness condition FP,. In particular, this example shows that satisfying the condition FP, and having decidable word problem together are not sufficient to guarantee that a finitely presented monoid has a finite canonical presentation.
Of course, there, are still many open problems. Here we can only list some of the more important ones. (1) For finitely presented monoids does the property of having finite derivation type imply the existence of finite canonical presentations, or is it just another necessary, but not sufficient condition for the existence of finite canonical presentations? type. We expect that investigating them will give some additional insights into the problem of characterizing the class of finitely presented monoids that have finite canonical presentations.
We conclude by remarking that the notion of finite derivation type can be generalized to more general algebraic systems, allowing many operations of arbitrary arity.
This stands in marked contrast to the results of [7] , which only make sense in a more traditional algebraic setting.
